Marginal instability and deep cycle turbulence in the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean
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[1] Deep cycle mixing in the cold tongue of the equatorial Pacific Ocean is associated with a mean flow regime in which the gradient Richardson number \(Ri\) (a ratio of stratification to shear that affects the evolution of turbulence) fluctuates about a critical value near \(\frac{1}{4}\). This is the state of marginal instability (MI), a stable equilibrium between forcing by the trade winds (which works to reduce \(Ri\)) and turbulence (which works to increase \(Ri\)). Besides providing insight into the physics of deep cycle turbulence, MI is easily recognized in moored records of currents and density, and may therefore provide a valuable indicator of turbulence in historical data where direct turbulence measurements were not made. In this initial study, the seasonal cycle of MI is described. MI is present for 9 months of the year but disappears in March, April, and May, consistent with the recently discovered springtime minimum of equatorial turbulence. Citation: Smyth, W. D., and J. N. Moum (2013), Marginal instability and deep cycle turbulence in the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40, doi:10.1002/2013GL058403.

1. Introduction

[2] In the eastern equatorial Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, currents driven by the trade winds diverge due to the Earth’s rotation, bringing cool water from the thermocline nearer to the surface. In the \(\sim 100\) m thick shear layer between the surface and the equatorial undercurrent (EUC; see Figure 1a), strong turbulence mixes the upwelled thermocline waters with warm surface water [Moum et al., 2009, 2013], reducing sea surface temperature (SST). The resulting “cold tongues” are regions of rapid heat uptake by the ocean and are therefore crucial to the global climate [e.g., de Szeoke and Xie, 2008; Xie, 2013].

[3] SST is influenced directly by turbulence in the surface mixed layer (SML; see Figure 1d), in which density varies little from its surface value and vertical motions driven by wind and surface cooling are therefore hindered only slightly by gravity. Early measurements in the Pacific cold tongue revealed a new phenomenon: strong turbulence extending for several tens of meters into the stratified fluid beneath the SML. Despite its remoteness from diurnal surface forcing, this turbulence exhibits a distinct diurnal cycle, and it has therefore come to be known as the “deep cycle” (DC) [Gregg et al., 1985; Moum and Caldwell, 1985].

[4] This note describes initial results from a long-term survey of DC variability. We describe a new diagnostic, the property of marginal instability (MI) [Thorpe and Liu, 2009], and explore its relationship with DC turbulence. While it does not predict the strength of turbulence, MI identifies flow regimes in which turbulence is strong enough to attain equilibrium with its forcing (the trade winds, in this case). In section 2, we discuss the statistics of the gradient Richardson number in the DC layer and define MI in detail. In section 3, we analyze the seasonal cycle using 5 years of data from the TAO (Tropical Ocean and Atmosphere) mooring at \(0^\circ N–140^\circ W\) [McPhaden, 1995] and compare the results with measurements of DC turbulence from fast thermistors mounted on the same mooring [Moum and Nash, 2009; Perlin and Moum, 2012].

2. The Deep Cycle, the Richardson Number, and the Marginal Instability

[5] The energy source for DC turbulence in the region above the undercurrent core is the vertical shear of the horizontal current whose zonal and meridional components are written as \(U\) and \(V\), respectively. The squared magnitude of the shear is defined by \(S^2 = (\partial U/\partial z)^2 + (\partial V/\partial z)^2\). Countering the shear is the stabilizing effect of gravity, quantified by the squared buoyancy frequency \(N^2 = -(g/\rho)\partial \rho/\partial z\), where \(\rho\) is density and \(g\) is gravitational acceleration. The gradient Richardson number is the ratio of these: \(Ri = N^2/S^2\). Values \(< 1\) indicate that instability and turbulence are likely, since shear is sufficient to do the work against gravity needed to initiate vertical motions.

[6] In this section, we illustrate the DC using measurements made at \(0^\circ N–140^\circ W\) during boreal fall, 2008 (Figure 1). Profiles of density and shear microstructure (with vertical resolution near \(1\) cm) were obtained approximately eight times per hour. Currents were measured by a combination of ADCPs (acoustic Doppler current profilers) with resolution \(2\) m (twice the resolution used in previous cruises to this location) [see Moum et al., 2009 for further details].

[7] This was a La Niña period; hence the undercurrent was relatively strong (Figure 1a, red). Tropical instability waves [Kennan and Flament, 2000; Lyman et al., 2007], evident in the broad variability of the meridional current near the surface (Figure 1a, blue), added to the shear of the zonally directed undercurrent [Moum et al., 2009]. From \(20\) m down to \(70\) m depth, both \(S^2\) and \(N^2\) increased by an order of magnitude (Figure 1b), but did so in such close proportion to one another that their ratio, \(Ri\), varied by less than a factor of two (Figure 1c). Associated with these mean flow properties was the DC: strong turbulence...
extending for many tens of meters below the SML base (Figure 1d) while retaining the diurnal imprint of the surface forcing. Most observations of the DC to date have been made in the eastern Pacific cold tongue. Observations in the Atlantic cold tongue have shown a similar enhancement of turbulence below the SML [Hummels et al., 2013], though the diurnal cycle is less clearly defined, possibly due to insufficient temporal resolution in the data.

Of particular importance here is the uniformity of $Ri$ over much of the DC layer, with a typical value in the neighborhood of $\frac{1}{4}$. The value $Ri = \frac{1}{4}$ (Figure 1c) arises in several contexts. For example, modal instabilities that drive a stratified, parallel shear flow toward the turbulent state exist only if the minimum $Ri$ is less than $\frac{1}{4}$ [Miles, 1961]. Fully-developed, homogeneous turbulence in a mean flow with uniform $S^2$ and $N^2$ grows if $Ri < \frac{1}{4}$, decays if $Ri > \frac{1}{4}$, and reaches equilibrium if $Ri = \frac{1}{4}$ [Rohr et al., 1988]. $Ri \sim \frac{1}{4}$ is therefore a natural equilibrium state for strong turbulence in stratified shear flow.

$[9]$ MI exists when, over a spatially and temporally extended region, the mean flow is close to a boundary in parameter space between disturbance growth and decay. $Ri = \frac{1}{4}$ is a familiar approximation for this boundary, and we use it freely with the awareness that the true boundary can depend on other factors such as Reynolds number and ambient turbulence levels [e.g., Rohr et al., 1988; Shih et al., 2000; Thorpe and Liu, 2009; Thorpe et al., 2013]. Also, while $Ri = \frac{1}{4}$ is the critical state for the initiation of shear instability, the resulting turbulence persists up to a higher $Ri$ value, typically near $\frac{3}{4}$ [Thorpe, 1973; Smyth and Moum, 2008].
The possibility that the upper equatorial Pacific might exhibit MI was first raised by Thorpe and Liu [2009] based on a reinterpretation of the stability analyses of Sun et al. [1998].

In the MI state, even a small perturbation can reduce $R_i$ locally to an unstable value. The resulting turbulence acts to increase $R_i$, restoring stability. Whereas occurrences of $R_i < 1/4$ are often small in spatial extent and duration, and may therefore not be resolved in observations, MI is a robust property of the mean flow and relatively easy to detect. To illustrate this, we first compute $R_i$ by differencing velocity and density values in adjacent 2 m bins (Figure 2, black curve). Following this, the spacing was repeatedly doubled (red, blue, and green curves). Spacings of 4 m and 8 m represent standard ADCP resolution, while 16 m is typical of moored current meters and large-scale models. The peak at $1/4$ signifies MI and dominates the distribution regardless of resolution. The effect of resolution lies in the skewness; with finer resolution one sees more frequent occurrences of $R_i < 1/4$, representing the small-scale instabilities that maintain turbulence.

MI is an example of a forced-dissipative system displaying scale-invariant behavior. A vivid illustration was provided by Bak et al. [1987]. Imagine that sand is poured steadily at a point to form a sandpile. The critical slope or angle of repose is maintained on average by sporadic small avalanches. Here the trade winds play the role of the mean flow and relatively easy to detect. To illustrate this, we first compute $R_i$ by differencing velocity and density values in adjacent 2 m bins (Figure 2, black curve). Following this, the spacing was repeatedly doubled (red, blue, and green curves). Spacings of 4 m and 8 m represent standard ADCP resolution, while 16 m is typical of moored current meters and large-scale models. The peak at $1/4$ signifies MI and dominates the distribution regardless of resolution. The effect of resolution lies in the skewness; with finer resolution one sees more frequent occurrences of $R_i < 1/4$, representing the small-scale instabilities that maintain turbulence.

We examine the seasonal variability of MI over a 5 year period (23 September 2005 to 10 September 2010) using measurements of temperature made at the TAO mooring at $0^\circ$N, $140^\circ$W, and of velocity on a separate mooring about 18 km away. These were gridded with spacings of 5 m in the vertical and 1 h in time, then differenced and combined to form $S^2$, $N^2$, and $R_i$ as defined in section 2. Because salinity measurements are sparse and the saline contribution to density stratification in this region is minor, density needed for $N^2$ was computed from temperature measurements alone (See “supporting information” for an analysis of uncertainties due to salinity effects and the spatial separation of the moorings. Neither effect alters our conclusions). The median was computed from all values falling into each of four 3 month intervals representing the seasons: boreal summer (identified here as June through August), fall (September through November), winter (December through February), and spring (March through May).

Despite wide variations in currents and stratification, the MI regime below the SML is a remarkably consistent feature. MI is evident during three seasons (Figure 3a). In boreal summer, fall, and winter, between $z = -45$ m (the upper limit of reliable current measurements) and $z = -75$ m, the median $R_i$ remained in the range 0.2–0.3, i.e., about half of all 1 h, 5 m $R_i$ values were in the unstable regime. The structure in boreal spring was distinctly different: $R_i$ increased with depth to 85 m and showed no evidence of MI.

The relationship between the annual cycles of the MI layer and DC turbulence is seen explicitly in monthly median values covering the DC layer (Figures 3b and 3c).

3. The Seasonal Cycle

We have seen anecdotal evidence that MI can occur together with DC turbulence, but this does not demonstrate a causal connection between the two phenomena. The next step is test for the existence of MI when DC turbulence is not active; if the two phenomena are causally related, then MI should vanish when the DC does. Recent measurements have shown that near-surface turbulence at this site varies seasonally, with a marked decrease in boreal spring [Moum et al., 2013]. We now show that this is also true of turbulence in the DC layer, and moreover that MI vanishes at the same time.

The seasonal cycle of MI and DC turbulence. (a) Three-month medians of hourly averaged $R_i$ profiles during 23 September 2005 to 10 September 2010 at $0^\circ$N–$140^\circ$W. (b) Blue: Monthly median of hourly $R_i$ measurements between $z = -45$ m and $z = -75$ m. Shading represents the upper and lower quartiles. Green: Median of $\epsilon_x$ in the same depth range. (c) Median hourly measurements of $S^2$ and $N^2$. Error bars, visible only for $\epsilon_x$, indicate 95% bootstrap confidence limits on the median.
Medians of $N^2$, $S^2$, and $Ri$ were computed as above but over individual months rather than seasons and over the depth range $-75 \leq z \leq -45$ m. Values of the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate measured by the $\epsilon$ pods, $\epsilon_x$ [Perlin and Moum, 2012], measured at irregular depths in the range $-75 \leq z \leq -45$ m over various deployments in 2005–2010 were averaged into 15 min bins, then the median was computed for each month. For further details see Moum et al. [2013], who computed the seasonal variation of the near-surface turbulent heat flux. Here we use data from the same $\epsilon$ pods deployments to explore turbulent dissipation in the DC layer.

[16] In boreal spring, $\epsilon_x$ is seen to decrease by nearly two orders of magnitude, coincident with a pronounced rise in $Ri$ as seen in Figure 3a. Through the other 9 months of the year, MI is evident: $Ri$ values cluster just above $1/4$, with over 25% of values lying below $1/4$. In spring, median $Ri$ increases while the tendency to cluster about the median decreases. In April, the lower quartile exceeds $1/4$, indicating that less than 25% of values are in the unstable range. These observations confirm that DC turbulence and the MI regime vanish together in boreal spring.

[17] The seasonal cycle of $Ri$ reflects changes in both stratification and shear (Figure 3c). The springtime maximum in $Ri$ is produced by a combination of strong stratification and weak shear in the DC layer. In June through August, shear increases while stratification remains weak, reducing $Ri$ and driving the strongest turbulence of the year (Figure 3b). This turbulence works to erode the stratification that accumulated in the DC layer during spring (though the April–May decrease in $N^2$ precedes the May–June increase in $\epsilon_x$, suggesting that stratification is influenced by effects other than local turbulence). By November, shear, stratification, and turbulence are all reduced, while $Ri$ remains near $1/4$.

4. Discussion

[18] The tendency of $Ri$ in the DC layer to fluctuate about a value near $1/4$ over an extended region of depth and time signifies marginal instability. We have shown that the seasonal cycle of mixing described by Moum et al. [2013] extends to the DC layer and is associated with MI. MI varies seasonally in a manner consistent with shear-driven turbulence; MI and DC mixing exist together during boreal summer, fall, and winter and vanish together in spring.

[19] The MI property of turbulence is not associated with planetary rotation. It may therefore be evident not just at the equator but wherever stratified shear flow is driven by sufficiently strong and steady forcing [e.g., Thorpe and Liu, 2009].

[20] Through the MI property, statistics of the $Ri$ profile give a clear indication of the existence of turbulence, though not of its strength. If the opposing effects of large-scale forcing and turbulence are strong enough, they will drive $Ri$ to $1/4$. Beyond that point, further increases in forcing/turbulence have no effect, and $Ri$ therefore has no further value as a turbulence diagnostic. This is clear from Figure 3b, where the monthly mean dissipation varies by an order of magnitude during the months when MI is evident. (The critical Richardson number is a property of sheared, stratified turbulence in the same sense that the angle of repose is a property of sand. Its value tells us nothing about the flux of energy (or sand) through the system, except that it exceeds the minimum necessary to achieve equilibrium).

[21] Our analysis of the variability of MI has focused on 5 years of observations at a single site, chosen only because $\epsilon$ pod measurements are available to demonstrate the MI-DC relationship. The TAO mooring array [McPhaden, 1995] has delivered current and density measurements at latitudes spanning the equatorial oceans, in some cases going back to the 1980s. Ongoing analysis of this data will reveal MI variability, both with longitude and over multiple decades. Using MI as a proxy, we will gain a qualitative first look at DC variability over monsoonal, annual, El Niño-Southern Oscillation, and possibly interdecadal periods. In years to come, extensions of the $\epsilon$ pod observation program described above will make these results quantitative.
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